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MAKING THE MOST
HE HAS BEEN LIVING THROUGH ALL WEATHERS in a tent in Gunnersbury Park, west London, for the past three
years.
In the depths of winter he was availing himself of all that Crisis at Christmas had to offer by walking the seven
miles from Ealing to the nearest Crisis shelter in Notting Hill – that was his second initiative. The first was –
well, it was back in the summer when there was a big concert going on in the park ... It so happened that right
next to his tent cul-de-sac was where the portable latrines were sited. He could have sniffed long and hard
and left it at that, but dormant entrepreneurial cogs began to whirl from within, accompanied by a eureka
flash unleashing a single word: ‘HARPIC’. Yes! Oh, yes! Instantly, a master plan was hatched for the following
summer. Now he’d experienced first-hand what happens to the temporary toilets at these events he vowed to
be on hand with the precious stuff when the organisers ran out of toilet cleaner – which they would - meaning
he could sell at a profit after spending the interim months painstakingly bulk buying cheaply. Ha!
Hope is not being bogged down. Hope can float above the slurry. But no-one would deny that it’s a fragile
commodity which demands huge amounts of courage, determination and support to grow, and that rough
sleepers are mostly short of all three when at their lowest ebb. It is heart-breaking to hear a homeless person
confess: ‘I don’t know what my life is for any more’ and sense the mountain to be climbed if this is to have a
chance of happening.
But it does. Regularly. Often against the odds. This newsletter has reported two previous mountain-climbing
stories – quite literally to the summit of Mount Snowden – when staff and residents of The Haven found
themselves bonding with a mutual feeling of slight disbelief and total amazement when they all managed to do
just that. This newsletter is now able to report ex-resident John’s story, about the mountain he has climbed
to turn self-hatred into the first buds of self-acceptance, culminating in his being able to move on from The
Haven.
We also celebrate the seasonal inventiveness and astonishing generosity of all supporters of The Haven. Thank
you from the bottom of our hearts, Stevenage & North Herts people, both anonymous and named here, who
had a thought for The Haven just before Christmas. Thank you in abundance. More of this soon. Of other
matters, two new staff members get a welcome, the Panto proved a hit, and healthy diversions to Blue
Monday (the third in January) were in play to head off the blues.
May this year, 2020, be the year homelessness really does begin to be a thing of the past in our country where
nationally, 103,000 young people visited their local Council to register as homeless last year, and Herts County
Council spent £1,259,000 on homelessness in 2018/19. Meanwhile, here’s to all who are surfing the great
outdoors in shop fronts and cemeteries – and tents. May they be leak free and sheltered from bitter winter
winds until they are found a home. And a happy New Year to all readers.
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NO MORE BLUES, PLEASE
REMEMBER BLUE MONDAY? It’s the third Monday in January and rumoured to be the most
miserable day of the year. But not at The Haven. ‘We used it as an opportunity to try and have some
fun,’ reports Richard Astill. ‘So we created a Spotify playlist of tunes that make people feel good,
with contributions from our FaceBook page, residents, ex-residents, volunteers, trustees and staff.
In addition, we encouraged everyone to #WearBlueForTheHaven and wear something blue to show
their support.’ The popular playlist is on The Haven FaceBook page so anyone who has a Spotify
account can listen to it. ‘There are quite a few tunes on there and hopefully something for
everyone,’ he urged. Here’s the link: https://open.spotify.com/playlist/7hmXdcYevDHIU3G19teuGQ
This was topped up with the monthly session of rock ‘n’ roll bingo and there are more plans for
themed playlists throughout the year. Look out for the #ShowMeSomeLove Spotify playlist for
February.
**********************************************************************************

MORE REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL
THERE’s NOTHING LIKE A PANTO to bring on a Marmite moment: either you love ‘em or hate ‘em.
Well, It turned out unanimously to be the former when a total of 15 residents and three staff
members (first Richard and Des, then Vicky) ventured forth for two trips to the Gordon Craig theatre
as grey January began to tighten its grip. These outings were such a success that there was what
was described by Des as ‘a real buzz’ when they returned. In fact, several had tears of laughter
running down their face during the performances. At least three of the residents revealed that
they’d never been to a pantomime before, prompting the second group’s outing.
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********************************************************************************

OUT AND ABOUT AGAIN

HOLLYWOOD BOWL kindly offered free bowling to staff and volunteers at The Haven and The
Sanctuary, Hitchin recently. Here are a volunteer, Pam, Charles: Floating Support Worker, cook
Tina and Richard Astill, Housing Support Worker who enjoyed a lively competition – with the men
winning.
**********************************************************************************

COOKING UP A STORM
THEY CALLED IT ‘RATIONALE TRAINING’. Busy, busy, busy …. It was after a routine servicing of
appliances in the kitchen of The Haven that Richard Astill, Housing Support Worker at the Haven,
and cook Tina took advice from the experts to go along for some handy instruction from the
suppliers, on how to make the most of the equipment. They came back and cooked up a tasty
lemon drizzle cake.

PS: Don’t let on, but they now know how to make a full English breakfast as well, preparing fried
eggs, sausages, bacon, hash browns, toast, tomatoes and mushrooms – all at the same time.
**********************************************************************************
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CHRISTMAS THANKS: ‘TWAS INDEED THE SEASON OF GOODWILL

HOW ABOUT THIS, THEN?
THIS IS WHAT ONE ROOM at The Haven looked like when staff had finished carefully wrapping a
present for each resident – and there were more to distribute than those on display here in the
end. It was all down to you, the exceptionally generous local people. Read on to get a feel for
what else came in, because we’ve got a lot to report.
Following a pre-Christmas appeal, it didn’t take long for 60 sleeping bags to be donated. Fantastic.
The Haven had also put out a tentative request for Christmas presents for residents, and some
thoughtful folk went as far as to donate gifts for residents’ children as well. The spirit of Christmas
as you will see, hung thickly over north Herts, and all who gave deserve the deepest thanks.
LIKE OUR OLD FRIEND TESCO, which doesn’t allow excess food to go to waste but regularly makes
it available to The Haven where it is eagerly consumed. Talk about going the extra mile just before
Christmas, though: Abby, the daughter of Sue, a member of The Haven staff, works at Tesco and
master-minded a most exuberant offering from the store which responded to vital needs and
included 100 cups, together with an astonishing 20 of each of the following: duvets, duvet covers,
fitted sheets, pillows, pillow cases, mattress toppers, flasks, shower curtains, and soap dishes.
Maybe it’s been said before, but every little helps, and this is A LOT, for certain. We suspect Abby
might have caught Havenitis*
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Here’s Sue with some residents embracing a couple of duvets.

*Havenitis: an uncontrollable urge to support homeless people (NB: highly infectious)
And there’s so much more …
LOOK! IT’S SANTA and he decided to head for The Haven! Students and staff from North Herts
College gave everyone a most welcome surprise when they arrived bearing gifts on a sleigh they had
constructed themselves. Brilliant. So creative. Many thanks to all who contributed.
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THEN, WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT, THIS SNOWMAN TURNED UP, conceived at The Leys Primary
School, Stevenage, where staff helped children build, then deliver it – full of goodies - to The Haven,
along with welcome hampers and chocolates, topped off with a Christmas card from a young girl in
year 6. In the picture, resident Wayne is far left, with resident Ricky far right. Mandy Davies from
the school is also there, who has been a very regular supporter, other than a break when she was
not well. A very big thank you, Mandy, for all the care and effort that went into this.

MEANWHILE ANOTHER SNOWMAN was standing guard outside ACS200 Ltd, Shangri La Farm,
Todd’s Green where Daniel Juvet works, selling Christmas trees from the yard. His partner Louise,
told the local Comet about her continuing desire to raise funds for homeless: ‘For a number of years
I’ve always tried to give something back at Christmas as it can be such a lonely time for most people
who don’t have family to be with.’ You’re right there, Louise. ‘Last year I decided to do something
more local. My boyfriend was selling Christmas trees at his building yard and so instead of cards I
bought some sweets and made some sweet cones to sell alongside the trees. For every tree being
sold £1 is donated and the sweet cones were sold at £2, with all monies going to Stevenage Haven ’
Well, Louise, The Haven is very grateful indeed for such kindness, bringing much needed cheer to the
residents of The Haven at Christmas time.
**********************************************************************************
JAMES EDWARD McCABE CALDICOTT was 21 years old when he died and it is with sadness as well
as profound thanks to his parents who acknowledged James’ sympathy to the struggles of the
homeless in the area he worked by raising £575, with a further £150 being donated online in support
of the single homeless at The Haven. James and his family will never be forgotten here.
**********************************************************************************
FINALLY, to all the individuals who dropped by with Christmas offerings: we cannot thank you
enough. You made it sing for the residents.
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THIS NEWSLETTER’S PEOPLE
CHANNELLE is first up. She gained another certificate to her name: a GCSE in English Language.
Great progress, Channelle. Well done.

**********************************************************************************

JACK TODD started at The Haven in November last year.

He recaps: ‘During my third year at university I had to do an 8,000 word research project on poverty,
power and participation within the city of Bristol. I focused my project on homelessness, social
exclusion and deprivation, with ex-offenders recently released from prison. It was during this I found a
passion for the local agencies tackling homelessness and the struggles of reintegration within society.’
It was this passion that led to certainty about a career and a 93% mark. ‘When i finished my degree in
sociology and social psychology, my work was on show for other students to see and was used as an
example. I feel very proud of this.’
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Back in Hertfordshire, he volunteered for two years at Growing People in Letchworth, providing
horticultural therapy for individuals with complex mental health issues, such as dementia, then .a
mental health rehabilitation residential service in Stevenage called Midpoint (Turning Point), where
he was a Recovery Support Worker, promoting independent living and managing mental health, steps
to recovery and life skills.
This is his experience so far at The Haven: ‘The lack of social housing and the difficulties with Local
Authorities’ housing registers have been challenging, along with the lack of resources for agencies to
support people on an individual level.’ He uses examples, like the expansion of the surrounding areas
of greater London, for example Stevenage, Hitchin and Letchworth have seen a significant increase in
housing costs, private housing rentals, lack of social housing and also the amount of empty high street
stores due to the increase in shop rentals and business rates. These areas are now having significant
difficulties with housing and homelessness, of which are inevitable due to a ‘heavy impact of
becoming a suburb of London’
‘I play cricket for Ickleford cricket club in the summer months. I collect exclusive Nike trainers, many
unworn in their original boxes, and I enjoy spending my spare time delving into new releases and
finding out release dates. I enjoy walking my rescue dog, Reginald. He looks like a fox and is the
cutest thing ever. I love my heavy metal and hardcore punk as well as heavy electronic bass music like
dubstep, trap and grime music. I go to a lot of live gigs and usually end up in the mosh pit.’ Welcome,
Jack.
**********************************************************************************

ROBYN POND was a new recruit to The Haven staff in November last year.
She says: My passion is to support and care for people. I had five years’ experience working with
individuals in domiciliary care and support care. This led me to apply for the position of
Outreach/Floating Support Worker that is part funded by NHDC. I am enjoying my role, and I find
working one-to-one with the clients at The Haven so rewarding. I have learned very quickly that quite
often things do not go to plan. However, there is always tomorrow, and that gives us an opportunity
to try again.
‘I feel strongly about supporting individuals who are homeless as I believe no one should struggle and
not have an offer of support. I am looking forward to empowering individuals to rebuild and maintain
their lives.’ Welcome to you, too, Robyn.
**********************************************************************************
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JOHN’S STORY, UNEMBELLISHED, concludes our ‘people’ section. He was a resident at The Haven for a
year and is now independent once more - with a home of his own, and a job.
He was born in Toronto and his mother died when he was aged ten: by committing suicide in front of
him.
It changed his life.
A troubled youth followed, featuring gangs in the city, ‘because I really didn’t care about anything
from then on. I’ve always had difficulties being happy. I always thought – still do at times – that I
didn’t deserve it.’
After a detour to Trinidad he moved to Wellingborough, Northants, when he was 17, where he was
adopted by an aunt and uncle. He is 43 now, and there is no trace of a Canadian accent.
By the age of 18, John had started work in Northamptonshire and had a daughter with someone
who turned out to be a long term partner. That daughter is now 23. John also has a 26-year-old
stepson who he has looked after since the boy was two years old, a son, 15, and a younger daughter,
aged 12. Despite his crippling insecurities – which we will come on to – John has managed to keep a
relationship with them all, holding down a variety of jobs, including forklift truck driving and ‘a
chance at management’. Life was never easy, given the psychological burden he carried inside,
which would not go away. After the break up with his long term partner John says he just ‘blanked
out’ and went to Wales where he had cousins. When things did not work out there, he just put a
finger on the map and drove away, ending up in Stevenage. He sent the car back to Wales because
he couldn’t afford it. There followed two months living on the streets of Stevenage, a place he did
not know, alone and feeling a failure.
After reporting himself as homeless to the local Council he was found a room at The Haven, where
he began to ask himself: what am I going to do? What could I do? He was prepared to push himself
at this point, he says. For John is conscientious by nature, and despite the difficulties of being
himself, John does not give up. During the year he was a resident at The Haven he took advantage of
the help and support on offer and ended up with a job as a security guard at the local court. He
wears his uniform with pride, takes his position very seriously, and does extra evening work as a
doorman.
He describes himself now, despite all his initiative, as ‘to a certain extent on auto pilot’, since the
early trauma when he was ten years old has never been entirely banished and he still suffers bouts
of self-hatred. Yet at the same time he says: ‘I’m a talker, a people person,’ as though a John, which
went onto mute when he was ten, is still trying to get out. It was this capacity for being gregarious
that made him a popular figure at The Haven and enabled him to take part in what was on offer,
especially the boxing. John is still in touch with his family in Northamptonshire. He spent Christmas
with them and they are coming to see him soon. ‘My kids,’ he says, ‘they mean everything to me.’
Especially since losing his own mother, all those years ago.
He wanted to make an acknowledgement to The Haven, and wrote this in a statement he left
behind: ‘I feel the staff, right down to the cleaners, cooks and everyone else, needs a big thank you.
Not just from me but from everyone who has gone through, because they not only do their jobs,
they take time and effort to give a caring hand to those in need.’ To residents, past and present, he
advises, with hindsight: ‘You need to recognize the great potential of what can be. The Haven staff
are there for you, but you need to take the cookie, not just the crumbs, to have the whole thing - to
dig deep.’ This is how he sums it up: ‘Have belief in yourself. Use the help that you’re given, but
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ultimately you have to go deep and fight and make yourself proud. Thank you, Haven, for giving me
the opportunity to make myself proud once again. Yours truly, John. We are with you, John, every
step of the way.
**********************************************************************************

AND FINALLY …

TAKE A LOOK at these tiny milk bottles and the bags of raisins in front of them. Do they ring any
bells?
There was a gas leak a local primary school, meaning it had to close. So what about the milk, the
snack packs of raisins and the bananas that may have gone to waste? Staff at the Haven found
themselves reminiscing about glass bottles and triangular cartons when they were the lucky
recipients of these items, especially since the mini bottles were only 10 cm high – a blast from the
past for some.
*********************************************************************************
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